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The triangles above have had 
additions to their edges as part 

of being joined into a Cycle.

Colour-Blocked
Geometric Triangle

The red star marks the corner 
where we will Step Up to end 
each round by exiting through 
two C beads, and then begin 
each new round with a two-

bead [CB] increase.

 1    C-B-A    P/T x 2                        to start, pass through twice, 4" tail, no knot, exit through the C bead
 

 2    [CB] [BA] [AC]                   step up through the C beads
 3    [CB] B [BA] A [AC] C           STEP UP

 4    [CB] B,B [BA] A,A [AC] C,C          STEP UP

 5    [CB] B,B,B [BA] A,A,A [AC] C,C,C         STEP UP

 6    [CB] B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C        STEP UP

 7    [CB] B,B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C,C       STEP UP

 8    [CB] B,B,B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C,C,C      STEP UP

 9    [CB] B,B,B,B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C,C,C,C     STEP UP

10  [CB] B,B,B,B,B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C    STEP UP

11  [CB] B,B,B,B,B,B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C      STEP UP

12  [CB] B,B,B,B,B,B,B,B,B,B [BA] A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A,A [AC] C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C,C    STEP UP 

A-   Blue DB  798
B-   Grey DB  749
C-   Black DB    10

COLOURS

Each round will continue the pattern with increases at each corner, single beads on the sides, and a step-up at the end.

Increase Bead placements are bracketed  and bolded in red type.
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Grow the triangle to any size. To create 
a finished element, reinforce the edge 

by gently and carefully passing through 
some or all of the final round(s) before 

weaving in and trimming threads. 

We will bead the triangle in a clockwise 
direction (only to match the word chart).

Round 2

Round 3

ROUND 1, Three-Bead Start
C - B - A

Pick up three beads, C,B, and A, and pass through 
(P/T) them again to make a circle. Repeat the pass, 

and exit through the C bead. Leave a 4" tail to 
weave in later, and do not make a knot.

Pay close attention to the step-ups that mark the end 
of each round. If you miss one, the beadwork will 

not develop correctly.  Correct all errors.

ROUND 2, All Increases
 [CB]    [BA]   [AC]

[ [ [ [ [ [
Increase beads are picked up together as one stitch.

Pick up a C and a B bead, and pass 
through the B bead from the previous round.

 Pick up a B and an A, and pass 
through the A bead from the previous round.

Pick up an A and a C, and STEP UP through 
two C beads to complete the round. 

ROUND 3: Geometric Peyote Stitch  
[CB]  B  [BA]  A  [AC]  C

[ [ [ [ [ [
Pick up increase beads C and B, pass through 

the B bead from the previous round. Pick up a B 
bead, and pass through the increase bead B.

Pick up increase beads B and A, pass through 
the A bead from the previous round. Pick up an A 

bead, and pass through the increase bead A.

Pick up increase beads A and C, pass through 
the C bead from the previous round. Pick up a C 

bead and STEP UP through two C beads 
to complete the round.


